4-H Dog Agility Classes Flow Chart

**Standard**

**Start Here**
All dogs start in Foundation unless they have a title in an outside organization.

**Foundation**
If you receive a qualifying score at the State Fair Trial move to Novice, if not stay here.
*For all first year + agility dogs.

**Novice**
If you receive a qualifying score at the State Fair Trial move to Intermediate, if not stay here.
*For all 2nd year+ agility dogs.

**Intermediate**
If you receive a qualifying score at the State Fair Trial move to Advanced, if not stay here.
*For all 3rd year+ agility dogs.

**Advanced**
Member stays in this class for the remainder of their 4-H years.
*For all 4th year+ agility dogs.

---

**Jumpers**

**Start Here**
All dogs start in Foundation unless they have a title in an outside organization.

**Foundation**
If you receive a qualifying score at the State Fair Trial move to Novice, if not stay here.
*For all first year + agility dogs.

**Novice**
If you receive a qualifying score at the State Fair Trial move to Intermediate, if not stay here.
*For all 2nd year+ agility dogs.

**Intermediate**
If you receive a qualifying score at the State Fair Trial move to Advanced, if not stay here.
*For all 3rd year+ agility dogs.

**Advanced**
Member stays in this class for the remainder of their 4-H years.
*For all 4th year+ agility dogs.